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VTCT is the ‘one stop awarding body’ for all your hairdressing
qualification needs.
Are you;
• Just starting your career in hairdressing – choose from any
of the 14 qualifications we have to offer at Entry Level and
Level 1.
•

Developing your hairdressing career – choose from the 50
Level 2 qualifications that suit your hairdressing needs.

•

Extending your knowledge and skill – there are 45 Level 3
qualifications designed to broaden your skill set.

•

Widening your career opportunities – we have 9 Level 4
qualifications designed to elevate your skills in both practical
hairdressing services as well as salon management.

If you would like more information on VTCT and the suite of
qualifications we offer contact us at:

www.vtct.org.uk
customerservice@vtct.org.uk
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Congratulations to all those who
have made it to the final of the
British Hairdressing Awards 2012.
We would especially like to
congratulate our registered
hairdressers, Errol Douglas MBE,
Mark Hayes, Akin Konizi, Mark
Leeson, Angelo Seminara and
Jamie Stevens. Congratulations
also to Tim Hartley and Gary
Hooker and Michael Young.
Once again the tea party in
the House of Commons was
a resounding success with
registered hairdressers meeting
celebrities and MPs. Attending the
tea party is a benefit of registration
so please e-mail
jo@haircouncil.org.uk if you
would like to be put in the ballot
for the 2013 event.
It’s still tough for businesses out
there at the moment and with
that in mind we have asked our
writers to help with advice and
information which I know you will
find useful.
Don’t forget our giveaway pages
and see fantastic offers exclusive
to registered hairdressers on page
21 – a scheme for which you will
find your exclusive membership
card on the front cover.
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“This collection, Signature,
epitomises my vision of creating
beautiful hair on beautiful girls.
I’ve taken editorial inspiration
from Italian Vogue and Harper’s
Bazaar. It’s based around a feeling
of touchable luxury and timeless
elegance, with the hair being
perfectly polished, oozing vitality
and coloured intricately to create a
perfect radiant aura. I was inspired
by the major superbrands of
finest couture and wanted every
single element of this collection
to optimise beauty, sophistication
and class.”

the collections

Mark Leeson
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the business

The Importance
of Pricing
In this issue of ‘Hairdresser’, Hellen Ward
talks about the most important part of any
business – the prices it charges. She explains
that it is just as important, if not more so,
for service industries such as hairdressing to
ensure that ‘the price is right’.
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Making sure the price is right
It’s interesting that inflation is back down to its
lowest level since 2009, as figures just released
state.
Great for the consumers in all of us, but not so good
for the entrepreneurs who are creating their own
price structure, and no doubt, facing increased
costs in their businesses. Whether self-employed,
working in a salon, running one or owning one,
the issue of when and how to increase prices
affects everyone. Stylists and technicians on the
salon floor who are on performance-related
pay rely on their own increase in service prices
to fund their personal increased cost of living. If
the salon owner can’t increase prices confidently,
the non-productive work force may suffer with no
pay increase, or worse, with cutbacks. In a tough
economic climate the issue of pricing is even
more contentious.
So how often is too often? And how much is
enough? Will clients stomach the rise? Will they
notice? Or have they come to expect it?
Our policy is to increase prices every 18 months/
two years, and it’s amazing how quickly that
comes around. In order to protect the business,
I have learned it’s essential to involve the team
when setting the prices and levels of increase. If
the team suggest the charges, they’ll buy into
the whole procedure. Failure to consult them and
take their advice is a grave error of judgement. It’s
always wise to listen to those at the ‘coalface’ and
ensure that you have them ‘on side’ regarding
any big decisions regarding the business, but
it’s amazing how often salon teams don’t get
consulted over such fundamental issues. Many
have friends working in other salons, and can give
valuable feedback on pricing and client reaction
to it, as well as the gen on what rival salons are
charging. Often their clients will tell them about
your price status in the marketplace, so with such
valuable marketing information it’s nonsensical
not to involve them in your price proposals.
That’s not to say it shouldn’t happen – it must,
and has to, if our businesses and the economy
are to grow. But it’s often the how and not the
why that’s important. From experience, it’s better
08 
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not to take the ‘little and often’ approach. It
carries more clout to be able to confidently state
that prices haven’t risen for a substantial period
of time, and then when they do, are in line with
inflation, than to increase prices by small amounts
too frequently.
Of course, the team needs to realise that a price
increase is an instant pay rise for them. If on
commission-related pay (which they should be!)
the productive team members should be able
to see the benefits from a price hike. I also find
people prefer all-inclusive, round figure pricing.
It certainly sounds more premium to charge
£30 instead of £29.50. I think people appreciate
clarity when faced with any charges, especially
those which are service-related. Just imagine how
wonderful it would be to get a fixed price for a
car service, regardless of what needed to be done!
It goes without saying that any customer, whether
they’re shopping as a deal-chaser, mass brand
consumer or wanting a premium experience,
will always be looking for one thing – value for
money. This is confused with ‘cheapness’ at your
peril. A first-class flight or a cheap budget airline
ticket could both equally be considered as value
for money, depending on the user’s experience,
so value really is in the eye of the beholder. It is not
for the provider to judge, but the recipient.
However, it is for the salon team to ensure
they deliver; so raising prices invariably means
upping the game, too. And if you’re aiming for
consistency of service, then the team has to be
involved in that, also. Here’s where the autonomy
comes in – if the team thinks we can confidently
up our prices (and much will depend on the
salon’s financial performance, economic climate,
geographic factors and feedback from the
existing clients and staff) they all have to buy in to
the fact that they are the service delivers and have
to do their bit, possibly amending and adapting
their own service experience if required.
Not only do they have to mention it, position it
and stand by it when it comes to client comment
and perception, but they have to ensure they are
delivering the critical value for money that keeps
the customer loyal and the salon busy. If they

don’t believe they are worth their prices, who will?
For my part, I have to be on top of all of my
managerial responsibilities – the salon should
be freshly decorated, well maintained, clean,
serviceable and pretty much perfect in terms of
stock, appearance, staffing levels and all the little
touches which mean we can maintain our pricepoint. If we don’t, we cannot ask for the increase
in the first place.
It’s a complex process that always needs detailed
analysis and careful consideration. Whoever you
are in this industry, driving the prices forward has
been essential to ensuring any salon or individual,
wherever it or they are located, can reach their
target price point and maintain it, even if times
are hard.

Business and industry expert Hellen Ward,
in partnership with City & Guilds, has
launched a new series of books for salon
managers in 2012, including:
Getting Established covers the legalities
of setting up a salon and the red tape
involved, and focuses on business plans
and brand visions, looking at branding, PR
and marketing.
Managing Finances looks at getting to grips
with the numbers, focusing on profitability,
increasing turnover and controlling costs, to
give a real understanding of salon finances.
Team Performance addresses all aspects
of creating, managing, growing and
developing a team and looks at installing
structure, systems and procedures to
monitor and optimise individual financial
performance.
For further information, please visit
www.ultimatesalonmanagement.com
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WORLD’S
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STAGE

Join us at the TrendVision Award 2012 UK & Ireland Final
on Monday 8 October for an unforgettable evening at the
legendary Roundhouse, London.
Featuring:
• Inspirational Shows from leading Industry Icons
- The award-winning Hob Salons – led by British Hairdresser of the Year,

Akin Konizi
- Making History – A tribute to PAST industry masters, CURRENT
award-winning talent and the FUTURE with the Generation Now team
- Designed by music - Created by Sebastian Professional Creative Style Artists
• Competitor Show
• Hosted by Reggie Yates; host for BBC’s The Voice
• Surprise Headline Act
• Awards
• Entertainment & After Show Party

Tickets: £195 inc vat per person
Tickets on sale NOW – book today to avoid disappointment!
Speak to your Wella Professionals Account Manager or contact the Events Team on
0845 6018 128 / wellaevents.im@pg.com
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Love the Card
or Love the Salon?
I have seen countless salons launch loyalty card programmes with the
hope that the card itself will build loyalty. It doesn’t work that way;
customers don’t become loyal just because of a physical loyalty card.
Sure, loyalty programmes can have a positive effect on your business,
but that doesn’t mean that the card is the sole reason for loyalty.

Speaking from personal experience, here is a story
that I’d like to share with you:
One lunchtime I walked into a hairdressing salon
that I had never been to before. It looked good and
the nice girl at reception showed me to a chair. Two
hours later, feeling pampered and looking fantastic,
I knew I would definitely come back. After paying
the bill I was given a “punch card” offering £10 off
my fifth haircut – bonus! I tucked it into the back
of my purse. I gave myself one last pouty look in
the mirror before leaving the salon. Three months
down the line I discovered a tatty old card in the
back of my purse and realised that I had forgotten
to get it stamped again. Still seven months away
from that £10 off; I promptly tossed the punch card
in the bin and wondered if I was paying too much
for my haircuts.
Most salon owners believe that they don’t need a
loyalty scheme because they have developed a high
level of intimate familiarity with their customers and
that there is a loyal bond between customer and
salon that is nearly unbreakable. Unfortunately,
that isn’t the case anymore, mainly down to two
reasons; firstly, the workforce of the future tends to
move jobs more frequently than ever before, and if
one stylist leaves to work at another salon, all they
need to do is update their Facebook status and
customers will instantly know where to find them.
The other thing to remember is that more than
ever before, customers are constantly bombarded
with special offers from deal sites and people are
generally more value-conscious these days.

Not all loyalty programmes are created equal:
some work like super glue to keep customers
coming back again and again while others could
quietly harm your business. Habits are hard
to change. If I get my hair cut once every six
weeks, a punch card probably won’t change that.
Whilst working at Kitomba, I have seen loyalty
programmes succeed by incentivising customers
to re-book, introducing new products/services
that they may want to pay for in the future and
encouraging customers to recommend a salon
to people in their networks.
Loyalty programmes are intended to treat best
customers even better. Holding on to a punch
card and religiously getting it stamped every time
can “cheapen” the experience from a customer’s
perspective. Also, when the customer forgets
to bring their loyalty card, things can turn sour.
When that happens, all of the good intentions
of the loyalty programme have the potential to
backfire.
If you want to build customers that are loyal to
your salon, treat them like you know them. Don’t
put the burden on customers to carry around
a collection of reward cards with the hope of
including yours. Managing a customer loyalty
programme should be your problem – not theirs.
The easiest way to do this is to have an e-loyalty
programme that integrates with your Point of
Sale system to offer a customer a special deal
when they have earned enough points.

Jasmine Dickenson has worked closely with salon and spa businesses
for more than two years throughout New Zealand, Australia and the
UK with Kitomba. She is now based in London full-time, bringing her
international business experience to the UK industry.
“I’ve worked with salons of all sizes, from solo operators to larger
multi-site chains and essentially they’re all looking for the same things:
happier customers, more time, more ways to develop and nurture their
staff and, of course, any change needs to benefit their pockets. Over
time, I’ve been delighted to see my clients grow and prosper in these
ways. They’ve also gained a greater sense of comfort, control, and
security in their business.”
Kitomba is a complete management system for salons and spas, with
software, training, unlimited telephone support, workshops, online
training videos and so much more. Take your business to the next level,
exceed your business goals, increase sales, gain confidence in running
your business, save time and reduce stress with Kitomba.

To find out more about what options are available to you, please visit www.kitomba.co.uk
or contact Jasmine on 07792 763915, jasmine@kitomba.com
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The workforce of tomorrow is changing, and the way
we spend our time is changing. The digital nomads of
today and tomorrow will be harder to reach through
traditional methods. Analyists predict that in two
years, 90% of mobile users will have no choice but to
own smartphones – even if all they want to do is call
and text. Interestingly enough, almost everyone takes
a few minutes to check e-mail and more interestingly
their social media networks such as facebook and
twitter.
Your customers spend a lot of time in your salon
sitting idle so maximise this time to create a win-win
situation. Convince them to give you their e-mail
address in exchange for free entry into a loyalty
rewards package, spend time outlining how your
loyalty/referral programme works and get them to
add you on Facebook/Twitter.
Facebook and Twitter can help to dramatically
increase word of mouth referrals. Why not think
about adding bonus loyalty points to your customers
accounts every time they “check in” to your salon,
and another little bonus if the customer also posts up
a picture of their new “do” or writes something nice
about you?
We may never truly get away from the giant array
of cards, key fobs, and other devices that are used
as loyalty programme identifiers, but the clever
alternative is to consolidate all of these things into a
single device – your customer’s smart phone. Having
a way to keep your customers informed of how many
loyalty points they have in their account via text or
e-mail is more convenient for them. Don’t worry;
you’re giving your customers a gift so of course they
will be more than happy to hear from you!
Why not gift your customers extra points for rebooking on the day of their visit? At the other end,
if your customer gets their haircut every six weeks
and hasn’t re-booked yet, sending them a message
five weeks after their last visit, letting them know how
many points they have in their account, shows them
that you value their business and gets them excited
about coming back. A truly clever loyalty system may
also include having the points dropping off after a
period of time, so that customers know that if they
don’t use their points, they may lose them.
A well-timed, managed and consistent e-loyalty
programme can give a much higher guarantee of
repeat customer business than traditional methods.
Information can be communicated via your website,
in-salon signage, QR codes, along with personalised
e-mail and text messages. This is a more gentle way
to educate your customers in their own time and
primes them to interact with you “online” – all part of
your new digital strategy to deepen your customer’s
relationship with your salon in these changing times.

HEAD2HEAD

the interview

Lisa Shepherd was one of the first
hairdressers of our time to make colour
a must-have accessory. She built her
hugely successful company on the
reputation of being a colour salon par
excellence and became the famous
name behind the life-changing colour
looks on Channel 4’s Ten Years Younger
series. During her 20 years working in
the hairdressing industry Lisa has been
awarded 20 national awards including
British Hairdresser of the Year 2005 –
the only colourist to have claimed this
prestigious title.
How did you first get into hairdressing?
I confess! My first love was horses not hair!
I rode and worked with horses from the
moment I could walk and I taught horse
riding in my teens. BUT that’s when BOYS
came into the picture. I fell head over heels
for a guy that was taking up a hairdressing
course and then I fell head over heels for
hairdressing. The guy is ancient history but
thanks to this amazing industry hairdressing
will always be current for me! I started a
course at Kidderminster College and loved
every minute from the first day. It’s one love
affair that will never fade!
Were any of your family in the hairdressing
business?
No. It was only later in my life that my mother
told me she had desperately wanted to be a
hairdresser – but in her day she had no choice
other than to do factory work for money to
feed her children! Times were that hard. My
mother has always been proud of what I have
achieved; hairdressing has given her daughter
opportunities she couldn’t even dream of.
Apart from hairdressing how else do you like
to spend your time?
At the moment I only do two things in my life,
I work hard and I’m a mum. I LOVE both and
both give me different pleasure. Obviously
one day I’d love to take my foot off the gas
a bit and take up riding again. Until then I
need to keep succeeding until I can keep all
my horses right on my doorstep and wake
up to them every day. I’m not a ‘put them in
a livery’ kind of girl. I actually enjoy the hard
graft demanded by taking care of horses – I
like to rug them up and prepare their feeds. It
could well be my equestrian background that
has given me that relentless work ethic I have
for my business.
What do you dislike?
Disloyalty, disrespect, disappointment! BIG
words I know but I always believe from the
heart that you should NEVER forget where
you come from and NEVER tread on the
people that have helped you. Umberto
Giannini will always be in my heart for
someone who just made me the way I am.
I’ve had many people leave over the years,
as we all have – and moving on is part of

Lisa

Shepherd
life, but I am a firm believer that there is a
good way to move on, regardless of whether
it’s in your career, from a client or from a
manufacturer.
You are well known for your passion for hair
colour – can you give us some of your early
inspirations?
I just always wanted to ‘crack’ blonde!
Remember, I was trained by an Italian! His
whole family wanted hair colour like mine and
god help me if I didn’t get it right! I would
definitely say blonde is my thing! Also being
blonde myself, I certainly know how it should
be and I’ve learned that through the sheer
weight of experience and practice.
What do you love most about the
hairdressing industry?
I don’t think there is another industry out
there that’s more passionate. Some of us
almost exhaust ourselves giving and giving
on a daily basis. We give to other hairdressers
to nurture and grow our industry, we give to
our clients daily to make them feel amazing
and we give to our staff to keep them skilled
and motivated! I LOVE the fact that you can
change someone’s life – their self-esteem
and confidence so quickly just by slightly
changing their hair! As far as I am concerned
hairdressers have a better success rate with
improving wellbeing than therapists.
What inspires you in hairdressing?
Appreciation! Sounds an odd answer but…
I absolutely love teaching someone, taking
them from knowing not much into a fully

rounded amazingly confident fully booked
and completely inspired person! I adore
that transition. I’ve brought so many people
through award wins and nothing makes me
more proud! I don’t look for thank yous but
I do seek that satisfaction you get personally
from seeing those you have supported
succeed. That makes me feel appreciated.
What are your greatest achievements to date?
It’s a mix of things! Obviously every Award
win has been special. On the whole though I
think in this climate my greatest achievement
is holding on to a thriving business. I think it’s
been a hard few years and I’m thankful every
day that clients still come through our doors.
What do you hope your future
looks like?
As busy, successful and fulfilling as my past.
What does being registered
mean to you?
It means supporting the professionalism and
dedication of our entire industry.
What advice would you give to young
hairdressers starting out?
Never give up! Work for the most inspiring
employer you can find. Get an amazing
mentor who gives you time! Someone who
doesn’t just SAY they are going to! Be polite,
be humble, be curious. Absorb everything,
attend everything and be your own
cheerleader.

the hairdresser 
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Tonal Fusion
Recreate Lisa Shepherd’s colour techniques
with these two step-by-step guides

Model One Karla

Model’s hair is a natural
base of a 5.0 Light Brown
with a previous
application of semi
permanent colour over
the hair.

Divide the hair evenly into 4
equal sized sections. Take
a small triangular section
at the fringe area approx 1
inch deep and secure.

Using Viton Go Blonde
Powder bleach mixed
with 9% Viton Peroxide
continue with a back to
back slicing technique with
either foil or Clynol Meche.
Work from the bottom of
each section skimming the
product on to the hair.

To avoid a colour
demarcation line, use the
tinting brush vertically
when applying the
product. Apply sparingly
where you want the
lightening effect to begin.
For maximum effect on
the ends of the hair apply
more product as you work
down each section.

Each of the 4 sections
should be completed in
this way. The front triangle
section remains untouched
at this stage.
12 
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Model Two
Chloe

Model’s hair is a natural
base of 7.0 Medium blonde
with previous bleached
and tinted highlights on
the mid-lengths and ends.

Take a horizontal section
from top of left ear to top of
right ear, divide vertically
into a centre parting and
secure. Divide the rest
of the hair into 3 similar
sections, all measuring the
width of a traditional foil at
its widest point (5 sections
in total).

Using 30ml Viton S 6.3
mixed with 30ml Viton S 5.4
with 60ml Viton peroxide
3%, apply the colour to
roots and mid-lengths of
the hair, leaving approx 1520cm uncoloured.

Continue to apply the
colour to the roots and
mid-lengths of each of the
5 sections. As you apply
the colour to each section
use less colour towards the
lower end of the section
and stop your application
at varying points. This will
give the illusion of colour
merging and therefore help
to avoid a demarcation
line. Smudge the colour
gently into the lighter hair
with your fingers.

Place a foil under the
remaining ends of the hair
and using Viton Go Blonde
Powder Bleach mixed
with 6% Viton Crème
peroxide, randomly skim
the hair vertically with a
loaded brush. The amount
of product skimmed on to
the hair will determine how
light the end result will be.

Once the application is
complete you should be
able to clearly identify
3 separate colour
applications per section,
each gently smudged
into the previous colour
above it.
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1 .models hair is a natural
base of 7.0 medium blonde
with previous bleached
and tinted highlights on
the mid-lengths and ends.
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Positive Psychology To Create
Profitable Change for Success
Positive psychology is the science of happiness and well-being. It may sound like common sense, but unless we enjoy our new habit,
we are unlikely to stick to it. A habit that all salon owners and managers should be instilling within the salon team is full professional
service experiences for the clients, achieving a higher average spend per client and providing greater profits, increasing a stronger
more prestigious reputation, resulting in higher self-esteem for the salon and team.
I would recommend that owners and managers
approach change not from the perspective of
difficulty, but from the perspective of what they
already have by aligning their strengths and
activating positive experiences.

be the best salon locally, to train staff technically,
to make all your clients’ hair look beautiful – but
unless you turn a profit, you won’t be able to
do anything or continue to survive in business!

We also need to be aware that it’s completely
understandable why some salons and their
teams are reluctant to embrace change –
change can be scary! Any change process has
to go through a number of stages to hope for a
successful outcome.

One of my favourite phrases in business is
“turnover is vanity – profit is sanity”! You can
have as much turnover coming in as you like;
without less going out, you will never have
a healthy business! Whenever I hear salon
owners just talking about their turnover, I know
it’s usually because they’re too embarrassed to
talk about their profits; sometimes it’s because
they don’t actually know what their profits are!

One important process you might like to
suggest to your team is a strategy known as
“Positive Reminiscing”. This involves bringing
back from memory their dreams and focusing
on all of their successful past experiences.
Allowing those images/dreams to come back
to their mind and seeing them as vividly as they
can, will enable them to remember the dreams
for success that they once had when they first
started out on their professional journey. Never
lose sight of your dream, but stay focused and
work towards it. Look for opportunities and
always try to learn from mistakes! I truly believe
that knowledge is power, but only if you use it
and share it, my mantra is very much “you don’t
get in business the profit you deserve; you get
what profit your motive for action is!”

What’s My Profit?
This has got to be the most important question
that any salon owner or manager can ask
themselves. Your salon will have many aims – to

Vanity or Sanity?

Reward Positive Change
for Greater Profit
In business, change brings fresh opportunity
and those salons that respond to change in a way
that positively meets with their clients’ needs
and expectations will be the ones that increase
their profits. Anticipating and responding to the
changing needs of clients is how smaller salons
become bigger salons. Try looking at not just
what your team does, but how they deliver
what they do. It’s the way they do what they
do that makes the difference. Seemingly little
things can have a massive impact on greater
profits. Focus your team on retaining clients,
consistently delivering a thorough consultation
to every client every time. Focus on how every
team member interacts with clients on a dayto-day basis by getting clients to re-book
before leaving the salon and returning within

6-8 weeks. Concentrate on educating all clients
on the importance of home hair care. Never
allow or encourage members of your team
to sell to customers; they should always only
ever educate and recommend to clients, by
becoming experts at identifying what your
clients’ hair, scalp and styling needs are at
home. This creates more of an experience,
adding perceived value to the salon service
and the client’s appointment and creating a
substantial revenue income with greater profits.

Promotions Will Work
Most salons have an existing contact list
that includes email addresses; salon owners
and managers can put that to great use. A
promotion is any event where you choose a
winner! Always think about ways to encourage
a viral spread, getting your existing clients to do
all the work.
Whenever you change anything in a salon,
it’s never as simple as you’d like. You’ll always
encounter some resistance from some of your
customers or your staff. You may need to enlist
professional help to train your team how to
change the culture of the way they currently
think, operate and work within the salon. But
one thing is for sure: those salons and teams
that are reluctant to embrace change in the
way they offer and deliver services and interact
with their clients are going to be the very same
salons that will see their profits slowly but surely
begin to slide away!

IMPACT BUSINESS COACH David Drew srsh is very well respected in the hairdressing industry, with
more than 38 years hairdressing industry experience, he’s had former management experience working for top world renowned
international salon groups. Following this he opened and ran for 24 years his own amazing (highly successful and very profitable)
award winning salons. David is extremely proud to currently be Chairman of The Fellowship for British Hairdressing. A fully accredited
qualified Business Coach, David delivers inspirational in-salon training solutions bespoke to your salon team needs. He is also currently
running business courses for L’Oréal and offers an affordable confidential private coaching & consulting service for salon owners and
managers. David is offering a generous discount to SRH hairdressers and salons who use him to facilitate training and
coaching solutions worth over £200! Registered hairdressers should contact David to arrange a no obligation FREE
30-minute phone coaching session, to see if he is the right Business Coach to help them!

For more information on the service that David offers visit
www.impactbusinesscoach.co.uk or call 01243 778598, mobile 07768 242034,
alternatively email david@impactbusinesscoach.co.uk
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EMPLOYMENT LAW ADVICE

with David Wright

Great Expectations
One of the most difficult issues, particularly for small salons, is when an employee
announces they are pregnant. Issues such as providing cover for 12 months and
managing requests for part-time work are often the subject of calls from clients. On
the other hand, good staff are an important resource; they have been the subject of
significant investment and retaining them is important. Equally, pregnant staff are
protected from discrimination during their pregnancy and have a number of other rights.
What are the regulations that protect the health and safety of new and expectant mothers?
The management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999 protects the health and safety of new
and expectant mothers. Under the Sex Discrimination Act 1975, if an employer fails to protect the health
and safety of their pregnant workers, it is automatically considered to be sex discrimination. Remember,
there is no ceiling on any financial award an Employment Tribunal may make in discrimination cases.
The first thing to do is to undertake a joint risk assessment with the employee. This is not a one-off task and it
should be revisited throughout the duration of the pregnancy as her circumstances will change. Surprisingly, some
employees decide not to tell their employer that they are pregnant. If you don’t know, you can’t do anything!
The risk assessment can cover a range of areas: – heavy lifting, long periods of standing, working hours (morning
sickness), tiredness and more frequent breaks are all typical issues. Employees can highlight concerns but NOT
demand which tasks they will no longer undertake. Another issue might also arise regarding the suitability/
appropriateness of the salon uniform.
I indicated above long periods of standing can also be an issue but there are practical solutions. This usually just
involves discussing options with the employee and perhaps managing their column more carefully. For example,
having three 20-minute breaks rather than one 60-minute break.
During their pregnancy, staff will have to attend ante-natal appointments. Employees are entitled to paid time
off for these appointments but, once again, it is reasonable to encourage staff to try to arrange appointments
on days/times which minimise disruption to the salon. Many staff wish to work until as near to the expected
week of confinement as possible because more of the 39 weeks paid maternity leave occurs after the baby is
born. If someone begins maternity leave 11 weeks before the baby is s born then only 28 weeks paid and 13
weeks unpaid would remain.
Similarly, staff may have a large amount of leave to take in the current leave year before they begin their
maternity leave. In these circumstances staff can use leave to reduce their working week or work shorter
days towards the end of the pregnancy.
As staff accrue leave for the 12 months of their maternity leave (whether they return to work or not),
it might be mutually attractive to let the employee have the leave in advance. This enables them to
stop working earlier rather than trying to work when heavily pregnant
However, it should be remembered that if a staff member is absent with a maternity-related
complaint during the last four weeks of their pregnancy, their maternity leave begins
automatically.
Just to remind you of the entitlement to Statutory Maternity Pay (SMP). Providing the
employee has earned an average of £107 (and has been employed for 26 weeks at
15 weeks prior to the baby’s expected birth) they receive six weeks at 90% of their
normal pay, 33 weeks SMP and then 13 weeks unpaid maternity leave. SMP is
currently £135.45.
Self-employed individuals are eligible to claim Maternity Allowance, subject to
meeting some quite basic earnings requirements. There is an online application
form.
Many people still seem to be unaware of the 10 “keep in touch days”. Whilst on
maternity leave, staff can return to work for up to 10 days without it affecting their
maternity pay. This could be invaluable to provide holiday cover or they might work a
few single days to retain key clients. Keeping in touch will increase the likelihood of
staff returning to work after maternity leave.

David Wright BA (Hons) FIPD, advises HABIA and a range of salons. For an all-inclusive fee of £200 per annum you are able to contact him
with all your employment queries. He will write your contract, set of policies, application forms, salon handbook and send you a monthly
newsletter full of helpful tips and advice. The fee is all-inclusive no matter how many times you need him. Contact David on 07930 358067,
01522 831061 or email info@davidwrightpersonnel.co.uk. You can also take a look at his website at www.davidwrightpersonnel.co.uk
the hairdresser 
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REGISTRATION SUPPORT AT THE
HOUSE OF COMMONS TEA PARTY
The annual Hairdressing Council Tea Party, sponsored by VTCT, was once again a resounding success.
Registered hairdressers gathered on the Terrace of the House of Commons for sandwiches and cake and
enjoyed meeting some of the biggest names in the industry and MPs.
Attendance of the tea party is a benefit of being state registered and requests for tickets are open to all
registered hairdressers on first come, first serve basis. The event is held to lobby MPs and for the industry
to come together in support of registration. During the reception, Mark Hayes gave an emotional tribute
to Vidal Sasson, sharing with the audience his personal memories. David Morris MP reconfirmed his
passion to bring regulation to the Hairdressing Industry and Chairman Arthur Ehoff spoke about the work
of the Hairdressing council and the changes registration would bring to the industry – “State registration is
about professionalism, competency and trust” he said. Also during the afternoon, Nigel Tayor, VTCT Chief
Verifier, was awarded his Master Craftsman Certificate by Errol Douglas – many congratulations to him.
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If you, as a registered hairdresser, would like tickets to the 2013 event next June, please email
jo@haircouncil.org.uk with ‘HOC tickets’ in the subject heading.
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VIDAL SASSOON CBE
1928 – 2012

It was with great sadness that the Hairdressing Council
heard of the sad passing of their Patron of Honour Vidal
Sassoon in May this year.
Vidal, 84, died in his home in Los Angeles after sadly
losing his battle with leukaemia. His wife Ronnie was by
his side. Vidal began his career as an apprentice during
the Second World War and revolutionised the hairdressing
industry. The cuts he produced in the 60s, such as his
geometric style bob which became his signature cut and
his revolutionary five-point cut, are still in fashion today.
The registrar, Sally Styles, felt incredibly honoured that
she met him last year when he was awarded his Master
Craftsman and became the Council’s Patron of Honour:
“He was such a lovely man and had time for everyone who
wanted to talk to him – it was a privilege to meet such a
great icon who had such an impact on our industry”.
At the Hairdressing Council’s House of Commons event,
Mark Hayes gave an emotional tribute to Vidal which is
here in full for registered hairdressers to read.

“I first met Vidal in 1977, as a 17-year-old assistant, having
been employed a matter of months earlier. Vidal was visiting
the UK and had requested to meet the London apprentices. We
assembled after work and Vidal, instead of using the platform
that had been prepared for him, chose to sit in our midst. I
have never forgotten how he opened his address; he looked
around the room, smiled and said: “At last, now I get to talk to
the important people.” Having the figurehead of the company
take such care and consideration with the most junior members
of the company made each of us feel extraordinarily proud and
was my first experience of the incredible charisma that Vidal
possessed.
My next significant encounter with the great man was in 1986
when I accompanied Vidal on an antipodean tour to launch the
Sassoon product line. I now held the position of UK Creative
Director and had a measure of show experience. I was, however,
very nervous about the task that lay ahead. Vidal put me at my
ease immediately. After our initial meeting we talked long into
the evening about art and architecture, we discussed English
soccer (him Chelsea, me Tottenham), I quizzed him about the
Five Point technique, to which he replied, “Oh well, Mark, I just
layered it.” He was always so humble.
Vidal and I spent the next three weeks together conducting
TV, radio and print interviews while I received a media master
class. He was the consummate professional and I absorbed
everything I could; at the same time we forged a friendship
that would last until his untimely passing. On one occasion on
live TV he teased me good-naturedly about my Essex accent,
saying: ‘You know Mark, it took me 10 years to lose my Cockney
accent”, to which I replied: “Vidal, it took me 10 years to learn
it”.
When Vidal came in for London Fashion Week we would
find time to have dinner and attend a match at his beloved
Chelsea. I would always push him to tell me the stories, he
always acceded. I was lucky to travel with him on many tours, in
particular to China and Japan, conducting shows and seminars
to huge audiences, always learning from the master.
A few months ago we met in LA where I was conducting an
event with the team. We had a quiet moment backstage where
he disclosed the extent of his illness, I told him that he was a
fighter, to which he smiled and said: “Mark you are doing such
a great job and I am so immensely proud of you and the team.
I am going to fight this disease but I am 84 years old and I have
been extremely fortunate to have had the most marvellous life
with so many extraordinary adventures. I really have had the
most wonderful time.” It was the last time I saw him.
Vidal was always so generous and polite, when he passed away
we lost a visionary and creative genius and the world lost an
amazing human being. Rarely do we encounter someone who
had the profound impact that Vidal had, and everyone can
learn from the courage and single-minded vision he displayed
throughout his life.
He always spoke of the hair profession in glowing terms and
was so supportive of our dedication to his ethos. It is entirely
fitting that I speak about the great man in the context of
lobbying for compulsory registration of hairdressers as Vidal
spent his life giving
the craft dignity and
representing the highest
of values. He will be
sorely missed, but we will
honour his memory by
upholding the standards
that he lived by and
continuing the work he
loved so much.”
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Registered Hairdresser News

State registered hairdressers making the headlines

Cutting Crew – working together to back registration
More and more salons are insisting all their staff are state registered and see the importance of
backing the campaign for registration. Each issue of ‘The Hairdresser’ will feature one such salon.
Cutting Crew from North West London recently registered their qualified hairdressers. Coming
first in London and second in the UK L’Oreal Colour Trophy 2010, this is a salon that is really full of
inspiration. The salons are proud to be flagships for L’Oreal and all have unique interiors described
as ‘urban chic’. Liana Wiltshire, Director of Operations, said: “At Cutting Crew we are passionate about
our industry and extremely proud of the standard of work we produce and the way our salons are
run. It is frustrating to see so many poor-quality salons on our high street that have no regard for
health and safety or the clients that they serve. The fact anybody can open a salon and use chemicals
with no training is simply unacceptable and it is up to us as an industry to work together to change
this. We have made it mandatory that not only do all our stylists have to be qualified, they also
have to be a State Registered Hairdresser. We actively advertise our support for The Hairdressing
Council on our website and communicate the goal to make the 1964 Hairdresser Registration Act
compulsory. If we all work together to communicate this important message then hopefully clients
will select salons based on their registration and drive out the salons that give our industry such a
bad name.”

Council Member Awarded MBE
SRH Bill Shaw has been awarded an MBE
in the Queen’s Birthday Honours list for his
outstanding 40 year contribution to the
hairdressing industry.
Bill is chairman and founder of Dimensions,
the largest independent hairdressing
company in Yorkshire. He is also past
Chairman, current Vice Chairman and Finance
Committee Chairman on the Hairdressing
Council.
It was in 1973 that Bill opened his first
hairdressing salon in Barnsley. Dimensions
now runs 12 academies throughout Yorkshire
which have trained thousands of stylists. The
company also works extensively in schools
with 14 to 16-year-olds and school leavers.
Bill is the longest serving director of the
Hairdressing and Beauty Industry Authority
(HABIA). He has also been Worthy Master of
the Guild of Hairdressers at national level on
two occasions and is currently the benefactor
of the Guild - the oldest hairdressing
organisation with a history dating back to
1886.
“I am overjoyed at the news I am to receive
an MBE” said Bill, “it came as a tremendous
surprise and to receive an honour in the
Queen’s Jubilee year makes it even more
special. Personally I’m delighted to have
been put forward but I also think it’s
great recognition for the whole team at
Dimensions”.

Andrew Barton and Shirley Davis-Fox presenting Gemma Amura
with her registration certificate

Salon Cymru Salutes
Registered Hairdressers

Habia CEO Alan Goldsbro
Steps Down After 23 Years

Shirley Davis-Fox, Managing Director of ISA
Training – the largest hairdressing training
company in Wales – and member of the
Hairdressing Council, has embraced the
campaign to raise awareness of registration in
Wales. ISA Training has paid for each Level 3
achiever to become registered for a year and
Shirley is touring Wales to promote registration
to salons and colleges.

Habia Chief Executive Officer Alan Goldsbro
has retired after more than 23 years of
leading the organisation. Appointed in 1989
as Training and Development Director to
the then Hairdressing Training Board, Alan
became CEO in 1991 and led the company
through various transitions, culminating in the
formation of Habia in 1998. In that time, the
organisation achieved a number of significant
milestones, including the first ever National
Occupational Standards for hair, beauty, nails
and spa, the launch of NVQs and SVQs for the
sector, and the development of frameworks for
Apprenticeships.

At Salon Cymru Shirley spoke alongside
Andrew Barton about the need for registration.
Whilst presenting State Registration certificates,
Andrew endorsed Shirley’s campaign to raise
the profile of registration in Wales and said:
“State Registration is important because it
give us unity as an industry to make changes,
whether that involves training, standards or
quality, it also gives consumers a level of safety.”
Shirley Davis-Fox added: “We encourage all
our learners to understand and accept the
importance of state registration as a way
of showing they are proud to belong to a
respected profession. State registration is the
only way we are going to get recognition and
respect for the profession from the public and
politicians. I have a mission to do whatever I
can to change the perception of this vibrant
and professional industry.”

Alan Goldsbro said: “I have mixed feelings
about retiring. I’m confident that with the
strong management team at Habia the
transition will be seamless. I remember first
starting here when we had a small office in
Doncaster and two staff, so to be where we
are now is incredible. I have met and worked
with some amazing and inspirational people
and organisations over the last 23 years, and
I will miss them all. I feel incredibly lucky and
grateful to have been a part of this wonderful
industry and to have played my own small part
in helping develop the training systems that
have helped its success.”
the hairdresser 
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Smart Training When You Want It
We’ve got the iPod, the iPhone, and now the
iPad – great inventions for enhancing our daily
life... but now there’s a new i-phenomenon too.
Available on smart phones on the go, laptops
or computers, iLearn from Indola is the next
generation hairdressing tool. A FREE interactive
e-learning programme, iLearn offers instant
access to tips, advice and technique to support
hairdressing businesses. Accessible at any time
of the day, its resources can keep you up to
date even if you’re busy with clients all day,
every day. It’s a high standard of education at
the click of a button whenever and wherever
you want it.
Registered hairdresser Leonardo Rizzo, global
ambassador for Indola, cannot emphasise
enough the importance of ongoing training
and skilling up on a regular basis: “Refreshing
your knowledge is so essential for being clued
up about hairdressing. Clients come to us for
professional advice, so we need to be informed
and ready to advise them. iLearn is so easy to
use and you can have a quick session whenever

Tax Information
for Registered
Hairdressers
Northern Ireland Hairdressing Salons to be
targeted by tax inspectors
A task force tackling tax dodgers in hair
and beauty businesses in Northern Ireland
was launched at the beginning of July by
HM Revenue & Customs (HMRC). The
taskforce expects to recover over £2.5m.
Task forces are specialist teams that
undertake intensive bursts of activity
in specific high-risk trade sectors and
locations in the UK. The teams will visit
traders to examine their records and carry
out other investigations.
The Exchequer Secretary to the Treasury,
David Gauke, said: “At a time when we are
trying to rebalance the public finances and
most hard-working people are making
a contribution by paying the right tax, it
is just not fair that a small minority try to
dodge their responsibilities.
“These new task forces are funded by the
Government’s investment in HMRC of
over £900m to crack down on avoidance
and evasion. Their dedicated teams are
on track to collect more than £50m from
tax avoiders and evaders through the task
forces launched last year”.
30 task forces are expected to be launched
in 2012/2013 across the UK. For more
details see www.hmrc.gov.uk

it suits you to keep your hairdressing-fresh. You
don’t even have to be a computer genius to
use it too, as long as you’ve got basic computer
skills, it’s easy to navigate. It’s also a great tool
for providing team training.”

To order an iLearn disc with the functions of
creating presentations and taking quizzes to
test your knowledge, call Indola on 01296
314011 or just go to www.indola.com/uk to
sign up and use the online version.

Skin Cancer Awareness Update
As previously reported, The Parliamentary
Melanoma Taskforce, chaired by Siân
James MP, is running a campaign for
improvement, prevention and treatment of
skin cancer and melanoma.
Registered hairdressers have a key role
in skin cancer awareness and prevention
by noticing changes in their clients’ skin.
Siân James said: “Professionals in the hair
and beauty sectors can play a key role in
spotting the signs of skin cancer in their
clients because they see people’s skin all
the time. We want to take forward the
guidelines we published last year so that
professionals in these industries can begin
to make a real difference and play their part
in improving the outcomes for patients and
saving lives.”
Many registered hairdressers will have
received a copy of these mole and skin
check guidelines. If you have not received
one, a copy can be found at:
http://bit.ly/mN2SWm
Hairdressing Council Registrar Sally Styles
has joined a subgroup of the task force
– Skin Cancer Awareness: Training and
Education –which works to improve skin
cancer awareness among non-health
professionals. Habia is developing training
to help professionals in hair and beauty
recognise signs of skin cancer. The new
training will be launched in November 2012
and will include learning materials, phone
app and a course. The training materials
will be endorsed by ministers. For more
information on the training call Nicola
Turner on 01302 774907.

If, as a registered hairdresser, you have news or a story you would like to share, send copy and images to sally@haircouncil.org.uk
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New for Registered Hairdressers
Fantastic discounts and freebies
from industry leaders...
The Hairdressing Council is always on the lookout
to benefit their registered hairdressers and these 13
offers listed should certainly do that. Please take
advantage of these generous offers that have
been negotiated on your behalf.
All you need to do is contact the company whose
offer you wish to take up, let them know your state
registration number and the code on their advert, if
provided.
You will also find a card (similar to a credit card)
with this issue of ‘The Hairdresser’, which you can
keep with you to remind yourself of the offers and
to show as proof of your registration status when
claiming the discounts.

Enjoy the savings!

View all these
vouchers and
keep up to date
by using the QR
code below that
will direct you to
the appropriate
website:

the hairdresser 
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LOOKING
FOR FREE
TRAINING?

When you are rushing
from house to house
visiting clients it can be
difficult to take time
out of your schedule to
attend training courses.
But without constant
education it is impossible
to stay on top of the latest
trends, techniques and
industry developments,
which is why Indola
created iLearn.

iLearn is a free
interactive e-learning
programme that offers

instant access to tips,
advice and techniques
to support hairdressing

Find us on Facebook:
Indola Exclusively
Professional UK & IRE

businesses. Accessible
at any time of the day its
resources can keep you
up to date even if you’re
busy with clients all day,
every day. It’s a high
standard of education
at the click of a button
whenever and wherever
you want it.
With details of everything
from the basics of hair
structure through to hair
colour, step-by-steps
to recreate Indola’s key
trends and even advice on
retailing it is the ideal tool
for freelance hairdressers
like yourself.

www.ilearn.indola.com

www.indola.com/uk

Think smart, think Indola.
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the products

Product Profiles

It’s time to take another look at some of the industry leaders’
newest products to help you maximise your clients’ styles...

Essensity goes digital on iTunes

Essensity colour from Schwarzkopf has a global reputation for quality, consistency
and innovation and, in a digitally-inspired NEW development, hair professionals can
now download a breakthrough Essensity App absolutely FREE from the iTunes Apple
Store. Simon Rowlands, Senior Brand Manager for Essensity, said: “This incredible
App allows iPhone users to store client records, identify shade choices and source
virtual formulas. It’s a very modern approach to colour from Essensity. Schwarzkopf
is a future-focused company, totally committed to giving professionals fresh and
modern platforms to expand their skills.” To find your FREE version of the Essensity
Educator App, just go to the Apple iTunes store and search: Essensity. For more
information contact 01858 419668

The New Adjustable Halo

Halo is delighted to introduce the launch of its gorgeous new Halo, the adjustable,
super-sexy hair piece that gives you the confidence you need to look and feel like
a goddess. Once applied, Halo will have you turning heads and creating showstopping looks, time and time again! Available in 15 shades, the Halo incorporates
all the qualities of the original Halo with one unique, revolutionary difference: an
adjustable miracle wire (with a lifetime warranty). So now not only can you wear your
Halo with super-sexy confidence, you can also adjust it for maximum comfort and to
create the perfect fit! The Halo is the ultimate hair solution for anyone that is looking
for voluminous, luscious, thick hair in an instant! And, what’s more, it couldn’t be
easier to apply. For more information visit halohairextensions.com

Headpaint Shadows

Fudge brings exciting light and shade to fairer hair with their new ‘Headpaint
Shadows’ range. Banish boring old blonde forever! The Shadows effect creates
luminous lowlights with darker shades and shadows that subtly split or boldly break
up flat blocks of blonde locks. Fudge calls its unique look ‘fractured’. Just paint the
easy-mix cream directly on to hair with no fear of the ghastly greens.The formulation
also regenerates with two active ingredients to leave hair shining and silky soft. It’s
infused with calming green tea which is brimming with antioxidants, enriched with
hydrating argan oil and packed with Vitamin E so you can condition as you colour.
The result – even, natural, eye-catching deeper tones that add interest and allure to
bland blonde. For more information call 020 7739 2858 or email
essence@essencepr.com

Dermosthetique Anti-Pelliculaire

Dandruff is annoying, whether you suffer from it once or repeatedly. But
if it refuses to go away completely it can turn into a chronic problem very hard to deal with. La Biosthetique has developed Dermosthetique
Anti-Pelliculaire, a new, innovative and highly scientific range for
sensitive scalps, which very effectively uses a multiple effect principle to
combat permanent dandruff. It consists of three products: shampoo,
scalp lotion and instant care. The results are fantastic - after just one
application, dandruff is visibly reduced. At the same time, an active
ingredient combination of liquorice root and horse chestnut lastingly
calms the scalp and two high-tech effect mechanisms additionally
reduce the scalp’s proneness to irritations. Dermosthetique AntiPelliculaire is also suitable for allergy sufferers including dermatitis or
psoriasis patients. For information visit www.biosthetique.co.uk or call
01296 611731

Structure Control
Hard Hold Gel
With high-rise, high-shine hairstyles set to
dominate the 2012 skyline, Structure introduces
Control Hard Hold Gel. A supercharged styler
delivering strong definition, sharp texture, firm
hold and shine, this is yet another star performer
from a red-hot range synonymous with spontaneous styling and staying power. Add structure
to your life with hold level 5/5 This is the go-to
gel for both guys and gals with a hot style
agenda. Whether its rock star ruffling or swept
back sophistication, urban grit or gravity defying,
take control. It’s a thick, pliable gel texture creating strong, long-lasting hold. Fast drying and no
flakes. Oil-free and easy to wash out. Structure
is supporting The Prince’s Trust and will donate
a minimum of £25,000 to the charity that helps
young people to develop and succeed in society.
For further information call 0845 071 2326 or
visit www.structurehair.co.uk
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30 Years Celebration
GLOBAL EVENT OF THE YEAR
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Great Giveaways
You could win these fantastic products!

All of the latest products described on these pages are available for our lucky readers to win, and it couldn’t be easier to enter –
simply email your name, address and registration number to jo@haircouncil.org.uk and put the name of the product in the subject
line. Alternatively you can send your details on a postcard to The Hairdresser Giveaways, Hairdressing Council, 30 Sydenham Road,
Croydon, Surrey CR0 2EF. Remember to include your registration number and a contact telephone number. You can enter once for
each product giveaway (postcard entries can all be sent in one envelope). All entries will be placed into a prize draw and the winners
will be drawn at random.

Say goodbye to wild
hair days with Kitoko
Oil Treatment
Looking for a hair oil that will
actually treat your hair whilst
taming frizz, adding moisture and
take control of wild hair days?
Look no further than Kitoko’s Oil
Treatment from luxury haircare
brand ASP.
Kitoko Oil Treatment has a
multi-action formulation and is
formed from an indulgent blend
of Karité and Argan oils, which are
rich in antioxidants, Omega oils,
and Vitamins A & E. This sensory
treatment is perfectly balanced
for hair and scalp, resulting in
incredible absorption and rapid
penetration. So forget greasy hair
with a nasty residue – Kitoko Oil
Treatment is incredibly light, but
still manages to provide moisture,
replenish split ends and adds just
the right amount of shine.
For further information call 01794
527111 or visit www.asphair.com

Load up on style with
Air Loader Ultrastrong
Hairspray from
Affinage Styling
Air Loader Ultrastrong Hairspray
from Affinage Styling is perfect
for keeping styles in place,
without weighing the hair down
or overloading it with a sticky
residue.
Suitable for all hair types, its
super-fine aerosol formula has
been perfected to offer ultra-fast
drying time, resulting in optimum
volume and relentless hold.
It has a micro-atomiser to
guarantee a super-fine spray
every time, making it perfect for
finishing any style. Alternatively,
if you want to build up hold and
volume then simply reapply the
spray every few minutes.
Air Loader leaves hair perfectly in
place – it brushes out easily and
won’t leave hair feeling like it has
been drenched with product.
For further information call 01794
527111 or visit www.affinage.com
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Snobgirls Hits the UK
The Snobgirls range of products,
which have been a huge hit in the
USA and Canada, have now hit
the UK.
All eight Prestocure bio-serums
are fast-acting with a long
lasting and continuous release
of the protective and nourishing
complex. The results speak for
themselves. These ultra light,
leave-in treatments are delivered
in a pre-measured one-dose
capsule with 15 capsules in each
pack. Choose from: Procure
Defense, Body Dense, Amino
Collagen 6, Amino Collagen 10,
Hydramed, Normadense, Split
Ends Elixir and Lumiere Colour.
Prestocure is part of Snobgirls’
100% Free series which, mindful
of the negative impact of harsh
chemicals on human health and
the environment, bans a series of
over 40 ingredients commonly
found in cosmetics, hair, skin and
bath and body care products.
For more information visit
www.snobgirls.co.uk or call
01707 339892

Introducing NEW
Fudge Hot Hed Style
Whip with anti frizz
Turn up the heat and torture no
more!
While hairstyling may be getting
hotter, this latest super-hold
styling whip with enriched
moisturisation gives intensive
hydration, maximum blow-dry
thermal protection up to 200°C
and heavy duty styling power.
Fudge’s phenomenal Hot Hed
styling range has a new playmate
– Hot Hed Style Whip. Frothy
meets fierce with a crème foam
formulation created with the
demands of 24-hour styling in
mind. Key ingredients include a
combination of conditioners that
fill, seal and strengthen dry hair,
preventing frizz and flyaways –
often an unwanted by-product of
hot, humid weather.
Available exclusively for salons
from August 2012 onwards.
For more information call
020 7845 6333

Win the mother of all hair stylers!
Introducing the UK’s first ever salon professional
interchangeable hair styler – Mother Hair Styler. With its
unique 2-in-1 design, Mother Hair Styler is the professional
hair styling industry’s first significant advancement within the
last 10 years.
Presented in a stunning gift box with a set of wide and
slim-line titanium plates, this styling must-have cuts out the
tiresome effort of chopping and changing between various
tools to create the look you desire. Also included is a robust,
easy-to-wipe silicon heat-proof mat, patented designed heat
covers that are virtually indestructible and a pair of sectioning
clips.
Tirelessly keeping up with the ever-emerging hair trends
was once the preserve of celebrity hair chameleons such as
Rihanna, Katy Perry and Jessie J. But for the average woman,
spending time and money on an array of straighteners and
tongs to “keep up with the Kardashians” can prove to be an
expensive effort – until now.

or to create a mass of ringlets on mid-long length hair. Its
premium titanium plates ensure moisture is locked deep
within the hair shaft for a mirror-shine finish; kinks and frizz
are gone in just one passing through the hair.
Mother Hair Styler is the ultimate styling tool to take on
your holidays as its all-in-one styling versatility means no
need to lug around extra hot styling tools. And if that wasn’t
travel-savvy enough, unscrew the plug to reveal a two-pin
international plug, so no need to bring an adapter!
In a rush? Mother Hair Styler’s smooth as glass titanium plates
heat up to a red hot 230 degrees in 30 seconds flat; with the
variable temperature digitally controlled in order to give you
the power to go as hot as needs be. And no more straining
to reach the mirror to style your hair because of a ridiculously
short swivel cord – Mother Hair Styler’s lengthy 3m cord goes
the distance to ensure your styling experience is quick, easy
and effortless as possible.
It’s the hair styler that thinks like a hairdresser!

Click on the wide titanium plates to smooth, loosely curl,
and of course straighten long thick hair or use the slim-line
titanium plates to smooth fringes, short to mid-length hair

For further information visit www.motherhair.com or call
01274 299 772.

Three !
to win

RRP
£139.99
the hairdresser 
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From Street
to Salon
GLOBAL STYLES WITH INDOLA
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the collections

Andro Mono
Colour Clash
Denim Folk
Graphic Pop
Urban Tribal

Photographer
Peter Gehrke
Hair Cut & Styling
Indola Global Ambassador
Leonardo Rizzo @ Sanrizz
Make-up		
Gudrun Mueller
Clothes Styling
Natascha Eichler

LOOKING
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Flexible and affordable
insurance cover for state
registered hairdressers
Protecting your scissors as well as / and your salons. Plus – free Hand
Cover with every Personal Accident Extension, prices start from £21.00

For salon owners, we can
cover the insurance you need:
• Public Liability
• Employers Liability
• Treatment Risks
• Buildings & Contents
• Commercial Vehicle
Check your insurance cover today
to see how we can cut your costs.

0800 454 371
Quote Ref: HAIR12
businessinsurance@jltgroup.com
www.jltbis.co.uk

The Hairdressing Council
The Hairdresser
JLT Business Insurance Services. A part of Thistle Insurance Service Limited.
Lloyds Broker. Council
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority.
A JLT Group company. Registered office: 6 Crutched Friars, London, EC3N 2PH. Registered in England No 00338645. VAT No 244 2321 96.
The Hairdressing Council are introducer apppointed representatives of Thistle Insurance Services Limited.

Would you like to join
the likes of Andrew Barton
by becoming a

Master
Craftsman
in Hairdressing?

If you have been a State Registered Hairdresser for over two years and have management and
teaching experience you may be eligible to become a Master Craftsman in Hairdressing.
This prestigious and select hairdressing award puts you among the cream of British hairdressing.
The Master Craftsman diploma comes in four different formats: a Diploma in a stylish, specially made frame,
a silver metal plaque on a black mount in quality silver frame, a burnished brass metal plaque, mounted on
dark wood, or a silver metal plaque in a modern look acrylic frame.

Congratulations to these new Master Craftsmen
Reg. No. Name				Address

936523

Stuart Crown		

West Midlands

937848

Mrs Sandra Anne Wright

Herts

941541

Lynne A Adcook		 Dorset

941574

Pasquala Giambrone		

941652

Yiangos Savva			Cambridgeshire

941717

Kate McMahon		 Clackmannanshire

941719

Lyn James			Shropshire

941745

Stuart Montgomerie		

941762

Mr Paul Neall			Bedfordshire

941789

Cailean Reed			North Lanarkshire

Milton Keynes

Dorset

For more information on how to
become a Master Craftsman contact the
Hairdressing Council on 020 8760 7010.

NEW

MIX 1+1
EASIER MIXInG

THE L’ORÉAL PROFESSIONNEL
HAIR COLOUR OF THE FUTURE,
JUST GOT EASIER
NEW ODS² TECHNOLOGy (OIL DELIVERy SySTEM2) – 22 PATENTS PENDING
• UP TO

100% WHITE HAIR COVERAGE
• ODOURLESS, AMMONIA-FREE
• UNLIMITED COLOUR RESULTS*. SUBLIME SHINE
*Intermixable shades able to lighten up to 3 levels

EXCLUSIVELy In SaLon

www.lorealprofessionnel.co.uk

www.facebook.com/lorealprofessionnel

